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INSPIRING GROWTH
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KINFRA’s support and hand-holding crucial to our success: Gopinath Muthukad
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Accurarch Acrylics, manufacturers of acrylic
products and acrylic sheets
has been allotted 30 cents of
land in KINFRA Small
Industries Park, Koratty,
Thrissur district. The company
actually began production in
2013 in a 24000 sq. ft. building fitted with
equipments such as laser cutting unit and
CNC routers.

An integrated production unit with facilities
to design, produce and install all kinds of
exclusive and innovative visual merchandising

solutions for endorsing various brands/
products as well as architectural designs &
creations with acrylic , wood, mdf, metals
and fiber plastic are carried out by Accurarch
Acrylics.

Copper Seeds Technologies, a company
based in KINFRA Small Industries Park,
Koratty has developed Knight Fox, India’s
first antitheft mobile application containing
a centralized lost mobile database. The new
product has been officially launched by
Sri. Oommen Chandy, Chief Minister-Kerala
on September 24, 2014 at Cliff House, his
official residence in Trivandrum. The CM
congratulated the efforts put up by the
company in creating this new Android mobile
security application and extended his sincere
support for the new entrepreneur.

The application can track and manage lost
or stolen Android devices with most advanced
remote mobile tracking and management tools. All
the personal data stored in the devises are protected

with cloud backup & restore facility and antivirus
protection. It includes more than 26 features like remote
lock, remote locate, remote theft alarm, remotering,
remote speech, device power off prevention, application
uninstallation prevention, factory reset prevention, SIM
change alert & lock, application lock, stealth mode,
face capturing of fulprit, automatic incoming call
answering, automatic outbound call generation,
confidential data wipe, factory reset prevention, switch
of prevention and many more which can be operated by
web or SMS management system. It also includes a
woman friendly feature called RESCUE ME which can
be helpful for all who need help in a threatening
situation.
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Catapulting Brand KINFRA, especially its

infotainment zone, the KINFRA Film & Video Park

to global attention and significance, the Magic

Planet, the il lusion-based amusement park

conceived and created by renowned magician

Sri. Gopinath Muthukad began operations in early

November 2014.

Formally inaugurated by Sri. Oommen Chandy, Chief
Minister-Kerala on 31, October in the presence of a

large gathering of VIPs and infotainment enthusiasts,

Magic Planet offers information, knowledge and

amusement in equal measure to young and old alike.

“But for KINFRA’s unstinted support and hand-holding,

we would not have been able to undertake and

accomplish such a massive project successfully”,

says Sri. Gopinath Muthuad, founder of the Magic

Academy which oversees the Magic Planet project.

“Thanks to Team KINFRA led by Dr. G.C. Gopala Pillai,

MD, we are now in a position to operate smoothly
and with a sense of mission, which is to restore the

glory of Indian magic globally and to offer an

infotainment experience which is not available

anywhere else in the world.”

“KINFRA’s infrastructure package, when

combined with Gopinath Muthukad’s imagination

and creativity, a product such as Magic Planet,

we can all be proud of, has come up in the

KINFRA Film and Video Park”, responded

Dr. G.C. Gopala Pillai. “And we are delighted to

be associated with an effort that is singularly

unique in global infotainment scenario”.

Here is a photo gallery of the inaugural event and

the new facility.

KINFRA Park Koratty-based company develops exciting product


